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October 1, 2007 (Colorado Springs, CO) - American Innovations, Inc. (AI) is pleased to announce
their participation at the inaugural National First Responders Conference held October 1st in Colorado
Springs, Colorado. This inaugural conference hosted by the National Homeland Defense Foundation
conference is co-sponsored by The University of Colorado, in Colorado Springs, The Colorado Springs
Chamber of Commerce, The Center for Homeland Security, University of Colorado, Colorado Springs,
Penrose Hospital, 5 Star Insurance Company, and American Medical Response.
During the conference, American Innovations will be promoting their new portable explosives trace
detector that was first introduced at the Department of Defense (DOD) Force Protection Equipment
Demonstrations (FPED VI) held August 14 - 17 in Stafford, Virginia.
The XD-2i Explosives Trace Detector is a portable explosives trace detector that will reliably detect over
40 explosives in 1 to 12 seconds, regardless of environmental conditions or user experience. Detection
time varies based on the type of explosives detected. The XD-2i detects homemade explosives,
peroxides, liquid explosives, black powder, chlorates, nitrocellulose, smokeless gun powders, ANFO,
nitrates, nitro-aromatics, plastic explosives, nitramines, explosive taggants, and many other wet or dry
threat explosives.
The AI explosives trace detector (ETD) requires no warm-up time, no calibrating, no downtime after
detecting explosives, and virtually no training. The costs per tests are extremely low and the only
consumables are swipes and solutions. The XD-2i is capable of analyzing broken cargo, clothes, liquids,
luggage, mail, packages, skin, soil, suspect items and vehicles for trace amounts of explosives. This
new portable detection system can also detect Gun Shot Residue, verify Bulk Explosives, and analyze
soils for Unexploded Ordnance (UXO) devices.
About American Innovations, Inc:
American Innovations, Inc. is a privately owned small business that provides turnkey solutions to
government and military agencies, defense contractors, system integrators, corporations, and high
profile facilities. Our ability to satisfy customer requirements and safeguard people, facilities, and high
profile assets is achieved through assessments, strategic planning, technology integration, and sensible
policy implementation. Creating a safer world and protecting sensitive but unclassified information is
our mission.
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